Total SD-WAN Lifecycle Management
Organizations of all sizes and specialties are considering SD-WAN. Some are looking for a
way to reduce networking costs. Others are hoping to improve application performance or
maybe refine the user experience across a variety of workspaces. Still others see SD-WAN
as an essential tool for any cloud initiative. Regardless of the driving factor, SD-WAN’s
popularity only continues to grow.
However, plenty of obstacles remain for those looking to leverage the benefits of SD-WAN.
Can their environment, as presently constructed, handle the weight of an SD-WAN
deployment? Do they have the on-staff expertise to manage and optimize the technology,
delivering continued ROI? Most importantly, can they ensure the upgrade won’t expose
gaps in their security posture?
These questions must be part of any SD-WAN conversation. Arraya’s Total SD-WAN
Lifecycle Management can help organizations answer and act on that list and more.
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EXPERT SUPPORT FOR EVERY PHASE OF
THE SD-WAN LIFECYCLE
With Arraya’s Total SD-WAN Lifecycle Management, organizations gain the support of an
experienced partner for every part of the SD-WAN journey. Arraya’s experts can:
Evaluate – As with any project, a strong foundation must be laid in order for it to
succeed. Arraya’s team can work alongside onsite resources to execute these early
steps. This includes defining project goals and success criteria, exploring the solution
more fully and assessing the SD-WAN-readiness of existing environments.
Design – Once that assessment concludes, the data it generates will be used to inform
the project as it moves forward. Arraya’s team will lean on it to create initial design
requirements. Those designs will then be validated against project objectives to make
sure they help customers reach their desired end state.
Implement – Arraya can provide the hands-on skills needed to take an SD-WAN project
from planning to production-ready. Prior to implementation, our engineers can validate
the proof of concept and perform the testing necessary to provide ample peace of
mind. From there, they can roll out the solution into production and train onsite
resources on how to best leverage it.
Operate and Optimize – A successful deployment doesn’t necessarily need to mark the
end of an SD-WAN project. Arraya’s Managed Services team offers the ongoing support
needed to continuously optimize SD-WAN solutions, ensuring lasting positive ROI.
Security – Every technology project must feature an emphasis on security. Arraya’s inhouse security practice is available to share their insights and knowledge on current
best practices as well as the regulatory environment. This allows organizations to move
their network capabilities forward with confidence.

Want to learn more?
Visit https://www.arrayasolutions.com/contact-us/
to connect with Arraya’s networking and SD-WAN team
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